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chapter 2
The Rise and Fall of Partitive Markers
in Some Germanic Varieties
Thomas Strobel and Elvira Glaser
1 Introduction
The purpose of this contribution is a comparative analysis of different “parti-
tive markers” in the noun phrase of several Germanic varieties, with a special
focus on areally peripheral non-standard or less standardized West Germanic
varieties. Startingwith the use of genitive case for themarking of partitive func-
tions in various syntactic contexts in the older stages of German, we then take
a closer look at those varieties for which the survival of at least some genitive
forms and functions related to partitivemeanings is reported inmodern times.
This is true for some Highest Alemannic dialects in Switzerland (Henzen 1932,
122–124; Szadrowsky 1937, 1940) and for Lëtzebuergesch, both the dialects and
the Koiné (Döhmer 2017).1Wewould like to emphasize, however, that for High-
est Alemannic recent data are lacking completely. While there is some recent
researchon themorewidely existingpronominal remnants of partitive genitive
forms (see Strobel 2017), there is in general much less information concern-
ing the expression of partitivity within the noun phrase (see Glaser 1992, 1993;
Grestenberger 2015).
In the following, we will focus on the expression of (pseudo-)partitivity2
in Walliser (and Walser) German (Highest Alemannic) as well as in Luxem-
bourgish (Moselle Franconian). We will give an outline on the formation and
distribution of the relevant structures involving genitive forms with determin-
ers and/or nouns, comprising independent partitive genitives not directly gov-
erned by some head (Seržant 2014). Our overview is based on various sources,
including recent inquiries and fieldwork. We will show to what extent the
meaning of partitivity is still present in these structures and discuss the over-
1 For the sociolinguistic situation of Lëtzebuergesch and the history of standardization see
Gilles (2006).
2 With the differentiation between partitivity and pseudo-partitivity, we follow the termi-
nology of Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001), in concise form Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2006), based on
Selkirk (1977).
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lap with other forms, as for example the use of bare nouns. When the genitive
marking is restricted to the determiner and no longer present with the noun,
these constructions patternwith thedistributionof the so-called “partitive arti-
cle” in French and Italian. Given that Highest Alemannic and Luxembourgish
both are situated in the Germanic-Romance contact zone, the question of con-
tact influence comes up. As in other varieties, the loss of the genitive is accom-
panied by the development of new markers or the reuse of forms in order to
mark partitivity, such as the preposition von ‘from, of ’ in Southern Rhine Fran-
conian (Glaser 1992) or equivalent van in Dutch (Luraghi and Kittilä 2014, 23).
A hitherto unsolved problem concerns the rather unclear relation to the use of
the indefinite articlewithmass nouns inBavarian (cf. e.g., Kolmer 1999) and the
“non-delimited use” of the definite article in such contexts in some peripheral
Swedish dialects (Dahl 2015, 50, 54).
Occasionally, we will also draw a comparison to the corresponding pronom-
inals, since both in Romance and Germanic there are varieties with “partitive”
pronouns and determiners (French, Italian; Walliser andWalser German, Lux-
embourgish) as opposed to systems with “partitive” pronouns but without the
respective determiners (Catalan; Dutch, Central German dialects).3 This leads
to the question of why the pronominal use seems to have survived longer than
the nominal use in these latter varieties.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we provide a short overview
on the development and decline of the partitive genitive in the history of Ger-
man, Section 3 presents newly elicited data and their analysis in Walliser Ger-
man and Luxembourgish, both varieties still showing remnants of the partitive
genitive. Section 4 concludes the paper.
2 The Historical Background
We take as a starting point the fact that in the older Germanic languages, as
in other Indo-European languages, one of the functions of genitive case is the
marking of partitivity and pseudo-partitivity (Luraghi andHuumo 2014). There
is also an independent partitive genitive (ipg), whose main function is, in cor-
respondence with Seržant (2014), the partial affectedness of the referent. This
can be illustrated by examples from Old High German (ohg, 700–1050 ad),
where we find genitive case in object position (2)–(3) as well as in subject posi-
3 Cf. Stark and Gerards, this volume, for a discussion of “partitive articles” in Francoproven-
çal.
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tion (1),which is, however,much rarer.The genitive cancover a functional range
fromdeictic use to indefinite readings, often difficult to distinguish in the given
context of the historical sources.4 In (1) there is no winementioned in the con-
text, whereas in (2) there is a spring (puzzi) mentioned before. In (3), too, the
text is referring to the oil of the wise virgins alreadymentioned. But in all these
cases, there is some kind of partial reading involved, whether it is a part of a














































‘give us some of your oil’ (Mons. 20.1)
The situation did not change much in Middle High German (mhg, 1050–1350
ad), where we find genitive case in the functions mentioned above, in partic-
ular in object position (4)–(5), but also in subject position (6). The examples
































‘he drank some water with it that he discovered in a bucket near the wall’
(Iw. 3311)
4 See Nishiwaki (2010, 17–62) on the development of the partitive genitive and its relation to
indefiniteness, with further examples from Old and Middle High German.
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‘Excrement fell on his eyes out of a swallow’s nest’ (Sermons, 13th c.,
Grieshaber 1844, 128)
This usage of genitive forms continues until Early New High German (enhg,
1350–1650 ad) times, as (7) exemplifies for a definite article, without referring








‘Eat (some) bread’ (Luther, ot., Ruth 2.14)
The use of genitive-marked determiners in order to express part—whole rela-
tions had its parallel in the use of genitive pronouns in cases of pronominal-
ization, as the following selected examples with demonstrative and personal
pronouns show. All three examples contain a pronoun with anaphoric refer-
ence to a neuter noun, brot ‘bread’ in (8), swinâz ‘pigfeed’ in (9) and holtz ‘wood’
























‘then he took the bread and demanded that they should eat it/some’
(O. 4.10.9)
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‘so that he could pull the wood flowing towards him out of the water’
(ms. 1475, Lexer 1862, 250)
We will not further elaborate on these historical examples of pronominal con-
structions.With regard to the further development, however, we can state that
in several Germanic varieties the pronominal partitive genitive continues to
exist much longer (see Glaser 1992, Strobel 2017) than the nominal genitive in
partitive function.
It is during the Early New High German period that the partitive use of the
nominal genitive gradually becomes rarer. A process of case loss concerning
genitive case is going on, not only affecting the independent as well as depen-
dent partitives discussed here but also other adverbal uses (Reichmann and
Wegera 1993, 330–334, 353; Scott 2014, 225). Although there is no consensus on
the exact motivation for the substitution of genitive case by accusative or even
nominative forms, there is no doubt that the decline of the genitive case nec-
essarily led to the loss of the possible expression of partial use in independent
constructions (Fleischer 2011, 87–94). The usage of the genitive formswith true
partitives andpseudo-partitives continues for a longer time, as documented for
instance in several Early New High German cook books containing many part-
of and measuring expressions, both with an article (11a) or without (11b), often



















‘grate from one [mass nouns M. and N.] as much as from the other’
(1691, Stopp et al. 1980, 123)
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‘take half a pound of the finest sugar’ (ms. 1640, 167)6
Even in NewHigh German (nhg, 1650– ad), it is possible to use the dependent











‘a glass of chilled wine’
In nearly all recent dialects, the genitive forms have died out, both with nouns
and determiners. However, there are still some varieties of Continental West
Germanic such as Luxembourgish (cf. e.g., Christophory 1974; Schanen and
Zimmer 2006; Döhmer 2017, 2018) or Walliser and Walser German dialects
(Henzen 1932, 122–124; Szadrowsky 1937, 278–279, 281, 284; 1940) where we can
find remnants of the older genitive markers expressing (pseudo-)partitivity or
similar functions.We will now take a closer look at the formation, distribution
5 Our thanks go toMathiasWolfbeiss, Augsburg, for leaving us the unpublished transcription of
the Pharmacopoeiamanuscript, the so-called Arzneibuchder PhilippineWelser (Wien, Kunst-
historisches Museum Inv.Nr. PA 1474).
6 This example is taken from the transcription in Müller (2010, 169).
7 It is not surprising that this case of still not fully completed language change leads to a gram-
matical doubt (Zweifelsfall) with (native) speakers of contemporary German, concerning the
use of a partitive genitive as in ein Glas kühlenWeines (a glass chilled wine-gen) vs. an appo-
sition as in ein Glas kühlen/kühlerWein (a glass chilled wine-acc/nom) for ‘a glass of chilled
wine’ (cf. e.g., Hentschel 1993; Zimmer 2015).
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and semantics of nounphrases containing apartitive genitive in these varieties,
especially at so-called “partitive determiners”.
3 The Situation inModern (West) Germanic Varieties
The following results go back to recent questionnaire elicitations and field-
work on “partitive markers”—determiners as well as pronouns—in Walliser
German dialects (Highest Alemannic) and Luxembourgish (Moselle Franco-
nian), with about 40 test sentences (and their variants) and a total of more
than 30 informants from different places.8 The aim of our investigation was a
detailed analysis primarily of noun phrase structures with partitive determin-
ers with respect to
(i) case marking for genitive/partitive within the noun phrase,
(ii) the type and formof the determiner (its choice in compliancewith count-
ability, number and gender),
(iii) their independence vs. dependence of quantifying expressions,
(iv) the different interpretations or readings of these constructions.
As has been reported previously, there are twomorphological forms of the par-
titive determiner in Luxembourgish: one for plural and feminine mass nouns,
där (with the variants deer, därer etc.), as in (14a) for plural Äppel ‘apples’ and
(14b) for feminine Mëllech ‘milk’, and another one for masculine and neuter
mass nouns, däers (or dees, däs, därs, däres etc.), as the sentences in (14c) and
(14d) show for masculine singular Téi ‘tea’ and neuter singular Gas ‘gas’, respec-
tively. Apart from a few geographical and orthographic variants to these forms,
the basic system remains the same. Note that the head nouns of the partitive
8 In the 2018 main inquiry (July–October), we used partially identical written questionnaires
forWalliserGerman andLuxembourgishwith themain difference thatwe left out the transla-
tion tasks directed to the use of nominal genitive forms in Luxembourgish, as Luxembourgish
has lost these case forms, whereas inWalliser German they are still in use depending on vari-
ous criteria.Moreover,we inserted several translation tasks containing French sentenceswith
“partitive articles” in the Luxembourgish questionnaire, in order to see if the French model
leads to a corresponding Luxembourgish equivalent. For the rest, we relied on question types
and tasks repeatedly used in dialect syntactic projects on German dialects (see Glaser and
Bart 2015; Lenz, Fleischer and Weiß 2015; Weiß and Strobel 2018), namely a combination of
grammaticality judgment tasks (multiple choice) for various constructions possibly showing
the use of genitives in the nominal group and translations fromStandardGerman. In fall 2017,
we had started a pilot study in theWallis with several grammaticality judgment tasks in order
to identify regional variation in the use of the different determiners analyzed in our present
study.
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‘geological strata where one can find (some) of this gas’ (Döhmer 2017,
117)
The quoted independent partitive noun phrases—dependent partitives with a
numeral/quantifier or ameasure phrasewill be discussed later—have different
syntactic functions, representing the direct object in (14a–c) and the subject in
(14d).This construction, however, seems tobeungrammatical in indirect object
position (15a) and after prepositions (15b), as Döhmer (2017) points out. This
finding is confirmed by our data, where both test sentences did not provide any
instance of a partitive determiner (instead, our informants almost consistently











‘I don’t trust such (lit. of these) people.’ (Döhmer 2017, 127)
9 However, we found an example of a (neuter singular) noun phrase introduced by a partitive
determiner selected by a preposition on the internet:MatdäersknaschtgemGeld, wat sténkt?
‘With such dirtymoney, which stinks?’ (https://www.josychristen.lu/gedichter/einfach‑esou/
de‑secret‑vu‑lëtzebuerg).
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‘With such (lit. of these) people, I don’t get along.’ (Döhmer 2017,
127)
As forWalliserGerman,we can find someolder examples of partitive determin-
ers in the literature.10 Henzen (1932) reports various partitive structures from
the Lötschental dialect of the early 20th century, hardly discussing, however,
their function compared to bare nouns (cf. Martin, Carvalho and Alexiadou,
this volume, for a discussion of bare nouns in subject position). The indepen-
dent partitive noun phrases in (16) and (17), respectively, show different gen-
itive forms of the determiner in the plural, där(u) and dischr, the second one
being clearly a demonstrative pronoun. Note that the noun phrases in (16b–c)
have a kind of-reading (‘such’), example (16c) is the only one displaying subject
position and the noun phrases in (16c) and (17) are additionally modified by an
adjective chlein ‘small’. The example in (18), also taken fromHenzen (1932) and
containing the same adjective, illustrates that the partitive genitive, marked by
the determiner dera, was also present inWalser dialects, for example, in Davos
(Grisons). Interestingly, most of these older examples—except for (16b) and










































‘Such small sheep do still have little wool.’ (Henzen 1932, 104–105)
10 The following examples taken from the dialectological literature are transliterated in a
slightly simplified manner here, by avoiding special characters.
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‘he has pulled up (some) of these small fir trees together with their roots.’
(Henzen 1932, 123)
In modern Walliser German dialects, genitive forms with partitive function
are still present, but with some important changes and a great deal of varia-
tion, which is typical for processes of disintegration and language change. The
most common forms we encounter are deru (or dero/-ä/-e, därru) and deschi
(or desch), constituting quite different systems, though, most frequently with a
split between plural andmass nouns. In (19)–(20), the present-day systems are
illustrated by examples for independent partitive genitive constructions from
the main valley (Visp and surroundings), taken from our questionnaires (main
inquiry). The informant in (19) used deru for plural (Epfla ‘apples’), whereas
deschi appeared in combination with mass nouns, feminine (Milch ‘milk’) as
well as masculine (Kaffe ‘coffee’). Another informant, see (20), accepted both
forms deru and deschi with plural and feminine singular (Epfla ‘apples’ and
Milch ‘milk’), but only deschi together with masculine and neuter singular

















11 Apart from etymologically unambiguous demonstratives (see our comment on example
17), we decided to gloss partitive determiners such as deru and deschi uniformly as gen-
itive forms of the definite article, because a formal distinction to the so-called simple
demonstrative forms is impossible in German. In cases of deictic use, however, we use
a demonstrative in the English translation.
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‘Do you also have (some) of this beer?’ (Visp_1988)
Apart from these test sentences for partitive genitive phrases functioning as
direct objects, we included also other syntactic functions, that is, as a subject,
an indirect object and after a preposition, in order to compare the results to
the restrictions observed in Luxembourgish. Again, the Walliser German data
show that we do find partitive nominals in subject position, for example, (21a).
Similarly to Luxembourgish, where partitive genitive phrases in indirect object
position and after prepositions were completely absent, these cases seem to
be quite bad in Walliser German, too. Nevertheless, we got one answer for
deru Lit (21b) (with a majority for denu/-e/-ä Lit ‘those people’ and—in the
Lötschental—settigä/däriga Li(i)tn ‘such people’), and three informants ac-


















12 Another proof for a noun phrase with a partitive determiner after a preposition (and the
expansion of dèru to neuter mass nouns) comes from Bosco Gurin (Walser German in
Ticino): un tås Broot heind-sch aba met dèru Maal […] un hein Puleantu ggmåchut […]
(Gerstner-Hirzel 1979, 13) ‘and they have the bread exactly with such flour […] and made
polenta […]’.
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‘With such people I don’t get along.’ (Gampel/Visp_1944, Staldenried_
1949, Lalden_1988)
A pretest (fall 2017) on the distribution of the two forms deru (dere) and deschi
with respect to number and gender of the head noun provided us with the
(schematized) results in Table 2.1, which outlines the situation for three places
or areas in theUpperValais (fromEast toWest): Goms,Visp andGuttet-Feschel.
The choice of the respective partitive determiner was tested for plural, fem-
inine mass nouns and masculine/neuter mass nouns. The syntactic contexts
covered independent as well as dependent partitive genitives and both noun
phrases with and without attributive adjectives. Note that besides the use of
“partitive articles”, bare nominals or a null determiner were almost always pos-
sible, giving rise to a different, non-partitive meaning, though (cf. Giusti, this
volume, for a comparisonof five indefinite determiners, including the “partitive
article” and the null determiner, and their distribution in Italian and Italo-
Romance).
These results for partitive determiners in Highest Alemannic in combina-
tion with the situation in Luxembourgish reveal that we need to distinguish
at least four different systems, a finding that basically has been confirmed
and could be refined in our main inquiry. The first system holds for Luxem-
bourgish, behaving very consistently in this respect, the second one is the
most frequent for Walliser German, where we find considerable variation,
though:
– pl/f.sg: där (därer)—m./n.sg: dä(e)rs (dees) (Luxembourgish):
This first systemmakes amorphological distinctionbetweenplural and fem-
inine singular on the one hand and masculine/neuter singular on the other.
This corresponds to the original clustering and is analogous to the different
forms of partitive pronouns still to be found in the same varieties, among
others.
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table 2.1 Distribution of partitive determiners inWalliser German in terms of number and
gender (pretest October 2017)
Goms Visp Guttet-
Feschel
pl Welleder nu deru/deschi
Steina/Boone/Epfla?











Hets nu e Hampfleta
deru/deschi Boone?











f.sg Welleder nu deschi (güeti/waarmi) /
deruMilch?
‘Do you still want (some)










m./n.sg Welleder nu deschi (güeta) /
deru (schwarzu) Kaffe?
‘Do you still want (some)










– pl: deru (dero/-ä/-e)—mass: deschi (Valais: Pretest Goms, Eyholz_1962,
Lalden_1990, Staldenried_1949 etc.):
A second system seems to have generalized the original masculine/neuter
singular form to all mass nouns, using it also for feminine singular. This
has led to a new opposition between plural and mass nouns (apart from
a few outliers leading to mixed systems). As to their pronominal counter-
parts, on the one hand we find the old split between plural/feminine sin-
gular (ra/ru/deru/där, but for feminine singular also deschi) and masculine
singular (innovative null anaphora) (here: Eyholz_1962)—with an interest-
ing dissociation between partitive determiners and pronouns—and, on the
other hand, a corresponding, symmetric configuration of plural (deru/-o) vs.
mass (deschi) (e.g., Staldenried_1949).
– pl: deru/deschi—mass: deschi (Valais: Pretest Visp, Lalden_1988, Brig_
1960):
In a third system, the original masculine/neuter singular form has not only
been extended to all mass nouns, but it has also entered the plural, where it
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coexists with the original plural form. In a slightly different subsystem, char-
acterized by the distribution pl/f.sg: deru/deschi—m./n.sg: deschi (e.g.,
Visp_1988), this change has not gone so far in the feminine singular, yet,
since, as in the plural, deschi has not replaced completely deru here nei-
ther. The opposite development towards a systemof pl:deru—mass (n.sg):
deschi/deru, with an expansion of deru instead, could be the case for Briger-
bad_1986.
– pl & mass: deru (no deschi) (Valais: Pretest Guttet-Feschel, Ticino: Bosco
Gurin13):
Another pathway canbe identified in a fourth system,whichhas just one sin-
gle form left, irrespective of number and gender, as a result of having totally
generalized the original plural/feminine singular form.
This means that the partitive determiners in Walliser (and Walser) German
underwent a change away from the original distribution of number- and gen-
der-specific forms (pl/f.sg vs. m./n.sg) towards more syncretic forms. Despite
this attempt to systematize the picture, however, there are still a lot of cases
where deru and deschi seem to appear in almost completelymixed systems (pl:
deru/deschi—mass: deschi/deru).
Considering the above discussion on syncretisms and mixed systems in the
nominal domain, one question that arises is whether there is a correspondence
between thenominal and thepronominal domainorwhether the former paral-
lelism has been broken up. Note that in our Alemannic dialects—in contrast to
Luxembourgish—, the potentially competing strategy of a null anaphora (∅)
has to be taken into account on the pronominal side (cf. e.g., Glaser 1993, 1995,
2008; Strobel 2017). Our recent elicitation of Walliser German has shown that
this innovative strategy is still rare in comparison to the older genitive pro-
nouns when referring to plural terms and feminine mass nouns, but that it
is already the predominant strategy with masculine and neuter mass nouns,
being up to twice as frequent as the genitive pronoun in this case.14 With
13 In Bosco Gurin (Walser German)we found uniformely deru or deschru both for plural and
mass nouns. Our informants clarified that deru was used for something further away and
deschru for something nearby the speaker, having thus a demonstrative character (field-
work October 2018).
14 The respective numbers of occurrence (null anaphora vs. genitive pronoun) show the fol-
lowing distribution:
– pl (Pilza ‘mushrooms’, füüf Gschwisterti ‘five siblings’): 1 ∅ vs. 17 ra/ru/dru/deru
(and 10 occurrences of a genitive pronoun in the test sentence with a stranded nu-
meral)
– f.sg (Milch ‘milk’, en Schgutz Milch ‘a drop (of) milk’): 3 ∅ vs. 6 ra/ru/dra/dära + 5
schi/deschi
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respect to the number/gender configuration, there is indeed a certain equiv-
alence of such partitive pronouns to the two main systems identified above:
– pl/f.sg—m./n.sg:
As alreadymentioned, this conservative clustering holds for Luxembourgish
with the forms der (weak) and där/därer (strong) for plural and feminine
mass nouns vs. es (weak) and däers/dees (strong) for masculine and neuter
mass nouns (see also Döhmer 2017). Moreover, we still find this split in a few
Walliser German dialects or idiolects, distinguishing for instance between
ru/deru and deschi/∅ (Gampel/Visp_1944) or ra/ru and ∅ (Visp_1988) for
plural and feminine singular on theonehandandmasculine/neuter singular
on theother,where zeromarkinghas alreadymade itsway intoboth systems.
– pl—mass:
Other systems of pronominal partitivity in Walliser German show a split
between plural terms andmass nouns, either as ra/ru/deru/-o vs. schi/deschi
(Lalden_2003, Brigerbad_1986, Staldenried_1949) or as ra/ru vs. deschi/∅
(Brig_1960) or else as ra/ru/dru/deru vs. ∅ (Agarn_1996, Staldenried_1982),
reflecting also a different degree of progression of the innovative null anaph-
ora (which, according to the “apparent-time hypothesis”, cf. e.g., Chambers
andTrudgill 1998, becomes evident also on an intergenerational level in view
of the dates of birth of the two informants from Staldenried).
Apart from these two principal patterns, some dialectal/idiolectal systems of
partitive anaphors in theValais appear to be quite chaotic—especially younger
speakers seem to be rather insecure (cf. e.g., Lalden_1993: ru for plural and
neuter singular, deschi for feminine andmasculine singular, but also∅ formas-
culine singular)—,which, again, is typical for restructuring anddecomposition
processes. Furthermore, the finding that partitive pronominals seem to survive
longer than the corresponding determiners becomes apparent in a strikingway
in the (often more conservative) Lötschental, where we do not find any parti-
tive genitive determiners anymore, but still partitive genitive pronouns (mostly
dru/dra for plural/femininemass nouns vs. schi/däschi or ∅ for masculine and
neuter mass nouns).
(and 1+2 occurrences of a genitive pronoun in the test sentence with a residual quan-
tifier)
– m.sg (Zucker ‘sugar’, es GlasWii ‘a glass (of) wine’): 11 ∅ vs. 5 schi/deschi
(and 7 occurrences of a genitive pronoun in the test sentence with a residual quanti-
fier)
– n.sg (Gääld ‘money’): 8 ∅ vs. 4 schi/deschi + marginally 1 ru
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3.1 CaseMarking for Genitive/Partitive
If one takes a closer look at the entire partitive noun phrase structure, one
can notice both for modern Walliser German and Luxembourgish that geni-
tive case is only marked on the determiner, not on the head noun itself (see
already Szadrowsky 1940),15 clearlymissing the characteristic genitive -s inflec-












































‘Do you have (some) of this/that beer (there)?’ (e.g., Luxemburg-Stadt_
1946)
This fact forms a clear contrast to the historical examples from the Old, Mid-
dle and Early New High German periods, see sentences (1)–(7) in Section 2,
15 Szadrowsky (1940, 232) emphasizes the missing genitive ending in constructions such as
déschHäuhäi-mr rächt gnueg ‘we have really a lot of this hay’ in theGrisonsWalser dialect
of Klosters. The loss of genitivemarking on the noun, leaving behind solely the determiner
in a frozen genitive form, is already attested in Brandstetter (1904) for Lucerne. For further
information on comparable data in West Central German and other dialects see Weise
(1906, 294–295).
16 In total, we got one single instance of a genitive suffix on the noun (-sch) in our entire
elicitation: Hets nu deschi güetäWiisch? ‘Is there still (some) of this good wine?’ (Valais:
Lalden_1990).
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where both the determiner and the noun were marked for genitive: for exam-
ple, ohg thes wines (the-gen wine-gen), thes uuazares (the-gen water-gen);
mhg des mistes (the-gen excrement-gen), eines wazzers (a-gen water-gen);
enhg des brots (the-gen bread-gen). It seems that this rule was still valid for
some Walliser dialects at the beginning of the 20th century, see some of the
(plural) examples in (16)–(17), so that we can assume a recent language change.
However, in partitive noun phrases containing a modifying adnominal ad-
jective, genitive case is additionally marked on the adjective. This is true both
for Walliser German (24) and Luxembourgish (25), where the -er suffix on
the adjective after the determiner där is a specific genitive ending. Note the
apparent case difference for the Walliser German dialects, though: while the
adjectives siess ‘sweet’ and schwarz ‘black’ display a genitive ending -u after the
determiner deru, siess ‘sweet’ and güet ‘good’ have accusativemorphology after
deschi instead (-i and -a, respectively), governed by the verb welle ‘to want’.





















































‘Then, one places such small stones there.’ (Döhmer 2017, 129)
The results from our exploration are in line with the description of the Luxem-
bourgish adjectival inflection after partitive determiners byDöhmer (2017). She
points out that the adjective bears an -er suffix for plural (där kleng-er Betriber
‘of these/such small businesses’) and feminine singular (där gudd-erMëllech ‘of
this good milk’) as well as an -en ending for masculine (däers gudd-en Hunneg
‘of this good honey’) and neuter singular (däers deier-en Holz ‘of this expen-
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sivewood’). Besides noun phrases such as där(/därer) séisser Kiischten ‘of these
sweet cherries’ and därwaarmer Zopp ‘of this warm soup’, which correspond to
the expected pattern där A(djective)-er N(oun) for plural/feminine singular, in
our questionnaires, however, wemarginally got also adjectives without an end-
ing (in total 3 times där séiss Kiischten). The same is true for masculine/neuter
singular, where one informant each filled in däers frëschBrout (without an end-
ing),däers frëscht Brout (with -t)17 anddäers frëschesBrout (with -es, potentially
influenced by Standard German), apart from däers(/dees) frësche Brout ‘of this
fresh bread’ and däers(/dees) guddeKuch ‘of this good cake’ in accordancewith
the main pattern däers A-en N.18
As to Walliser German, on the other side, we found competition of espe-
cially two adjectival suffixes in the plural (deru(/-o/därru) A-u/-i N: e.g., deru
siessu/-i Chriese ‘of these sweet cherries’, as opposed to unvarying deschi A-i
N: e.g., deschi siessi Chriese), but mostly uniform adjective endings in partitive
nounphraseswith feminine (deschiA-iN:deschi heissi Suppa ‘of this hot soup’),
masculine (deschi A-e/-ä N: deschi güete/-äWii ‘of this good wine’) and neuter
(deschi A-us N: deschi frischus Brot ‘of this fresh bread’) mass nouns (keep-
ing in mind the variability in using the determiners deru and deschi, respec-
tively).19
3.2 Type and Form of the Determiner
Concerning the type and form of the determiner introducing our partitive
structures, we find a reduction of the possible types from Old High German
to the modern varieties. In Old and Middle High German, every type of deter-
miner can be used in the genitive form, that is, definite articles (e.g., ohg thes
wines the-gen wine-gen, thes uuazares the-gen water-gen; mhg des mistes
the-gen excrement-gen; enhg des brots the-gen bread-gen) and indefinite
articles (mhg eines wazzers a-gen water-gen) as well as demonstratives or
17 For the t-suffix on the adjective with neuter see also an example from the literature:mam
gudde Riecher fir déi richteg Plazen, wou däers “schwaarztGold” op eis kéint waarden (Lux-
Bintner 2014, 16) ‘with a good feeling for the right places, where such “black gold” could
wait for us’.
18 The n-loss of the adjectival suffix -en in these examples is due to the so-called “Eifeler
Regel” (Eifel Rule), which is typical of Luxembourgish and some West (Central) German
varieties.
19 For instance, we had a slight prevalence of deschi over deru in the dependent partitive
structure en Hamfleta deschi grieni Boone ‘a handful of these green beans’—a finding that
cannot be generalized to all dependent partitives, however—, whereas in the cited ipg
deru siessu/-i Chriese ‘of these sweet cherries’ the form deru occurred much more often.
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possessives (ohg iuuares oles your-genoil-gen). In themodern varieties, how-
ever, we only find specific elements used to form nominal partitive construc-
tions, former demonstratives and partly new formations such as däers with
unclear etymology in Luxembourgish: där Äppel ‘of these apples’, däers Wäin
‘of this wine’. In the Valais, we have various forms of the d-pronouns deru and
deschi (the latter one being explained as < des + sîn):20 deru Boone ‘of these
beans’, deschi Kaffe ‘of this coffee’.
There are some Continental Germanic varieties, though, where the loss of
the genitive gave rise to new markers or a reuse of forms, with the result that
another type of nominal partitive developed, namely a periphrastic construc-
tion using the preposition von/van ‘from, of ’ selecting a plural or mass noun
phrase with different determiners (and, if applicable, marked for dative case).
This “von/van-periphrasis” used as—among others—partitive expression can
be found in some western varieties of German such as Southern Rhine Fran-
conian as well as in Dutch, known there as “faded partitive construction” or
“verbleekte partitieven” (cf. e.g., De Hoop 2003; Oosterhof 2005; also Broekhuis
and Den Dikken 2012, 625–629, who show that this kind of van-phrase can be
used with the distribution of a dp despite its appearance of a pp). It occurs
both in independent and dependent constructions, in object and subject posi-
tion (26)–(27). In both varieties, we have a more or less developed system of
at least optional nominal partitivity marking. Dutch does also have partitive
or quantitative pronouns (cf. e.g., Luraghi and Kittilä 2014, 23), Southern Rhine
Franconian instead has a quite newly developed systemof zeromarking or null
anaphora (cf. i.a. Glaser 1992).




























‘This year we got some of the tomatoes stolen.’
20 Dešši is explained in Bohnenberger (1913, 221) as a compound pronominal form consisting
of the simple demonstrative deš + ši (possessive pronoun m.sg) (see also fn. 11). The form
is mentioned in other dialect descriptions as a demonstrative pronoun, see Wipf (1910,
142–143).
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‘Some thick books lay on the table.’ (Luraghi and Kittilä 2014, 23)
The Algemene Nederlandse Spraakkunst (ans, Haeseryn et al. 1997) labels the
Dutch van+demonstrative-construction as informal and points to a differenti-
ation between proximal (van deze/van dit (soort) as in van deze pennetjes ‘of
these pens’ or van dit glas ‘of this glass’) and distal (van die/van dat (soort)
as in van die chocola ‘of that chocolate’ or van dat fijne zand ‘of that fine
sand’), depending on the type of demonstrative determiner (see e-ans: http://
ans.ruhosting.nl/e‑ans/05/06/09/body.html). The special meaning of this van-
construction, according to the ans, often can be paraphrased as ‘such… as you
see here in front of you/aswe are talking about’ or ‘… you know’, with a different
intonational structure.
In Walliser German, too, in many instances it is possible to exchange the
genitive phrases by a prepositional phrase with va ‘from, of ’ and a following
determiner, see (28) for all varieties of our pretest. This construction seems to
have spread in the last decades, as our questionnaires show. It is also possible
to have a bare noun here, but a combination of va + deru/deschi is excluded.
Furthermore, the construction appears also in dependent (pseudo-)partitive
structures (such as e bitz va dischum Kaffe ‘a bit of this coffee’, e Schgutz va der
Milch ‘a drop of the milk’ or e Hampfleta va dischu Boone ‘a handful of these
beans’).






















‘Is there still (some) of the/this milk?’
The reuse of the preposition vun ‘from, of ’ in partitive constructions can also
be found in Luxembourgish, see (29). However, according to our elicitation, it
seems that the partitive determiners are still very present and productive there,
they have a stronger position than inWalliserGerman.Moreover, as (30) shows,
both topicalized noun phrases with a partitive genitive determiner—in exam-
ple (30a) with an additional stranded numeral zéng ‘ten’—and vun-phrases
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could feature a (resumptive) partitive genitive pronoun in our Luxembourgish






































































































‘We still have (some) of this/such coldmeat at home.’ (Esch-sur-Alzette
_1986)
Inmany contexts, thesemarkers pattern with functions and the distribution of
the so-called “partitive article” in French and Italian. This may also be true for
Bavarian dialects, which show a completely different systemwith an indefinite
article used together with mass nouns (31), expressing a partial-affectedness
reading (cf. e.g., Kolmer 1999). Bavarian is considered a “radical” article lan-
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‘I’d need some money.’
In the history of (especially eastern/southern) High German, the use of indef-
inite articles with mass nouns is also well documented, see for example (32)
from a 16th century cook book manuscript (Sabina Welserin) from Augsburg.









‘then take some rosewater.’ (ms. 16th c., Stopp 1980, 134)
To mention a last type, we turn to Northern Germanic. As Dahl (2015, 50,
54) reports, there are some Scandinavian dialects in the Peripheral Swedish
area, where we find marking of definiteness with mass nouns showing a “non-
delimited use”, see (33). This (suffixed) definite article obviously can also be
considered a partitivemarker in the sense of independent partitivity. Although
more detailed analyses are lacking, it seems that this kind of independent par-
titivity marking cannot be compared to the cases mentioned before.
(33) a. Skelletmål (NorthernWestrobothnian):
[…] sä skå I väärm mjölka åt ‘n
b. Orsa (Ovansiljan):
[…] sö skari wärm mjötje a num
[…] so shall(.)I warm milk.def for him
‘I’ll warm some milk for him.’
Until now, we focused on independent partitives and only sporadically men-
tioned true partitive and pseudo-partitive constructions—with the latter dis-
tinction, however, being often difficult to make without knowing the exact
21 The use of the indefinite article with mass nouns is also known in the modern dialect
of Augsburg, representing the East Swabian area next to Bavarian, see Glaser (1995, 72–
73). A preliminary check of indefinite dps and pps in SabinaWelserin’s cook book (Stopp
1980) shows that the indefinite article is not obligatory, but it is used in almost half of the
instances in the pps (84 out of 177) and in 35% of the cases in the dps (161 out of 460), just
as in the example cited in the text.
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context. In the next section, we will characterize the situation of these types of
dependent partitives.
3.3 Independent Partitive Genitive (ipg) vs. Dependent Partitives
(Partitive and Pseudo-partitive Constructions)
Apart from the cases of independent partitive genitives discussed (predomi-
nantly) so far, that is genitives not directly governed by some head (Lux. där
Äppel ‘of these apples’, däers Béier ‘of this beer’; Wall. deru Boone ‘of these
beans’, deschi Kaffe ‘of this coffee’), there are also dependent partitives with
a numeral/quantifier or a measure phrase (Lux. véier där Wirschterscher ‘four
of these sausages’, ee Glaas däers Wäin ‘a glass of this wine’; Wall. e Hampfleta
deru Boone ‘a handful of these beans’, e Schgutz deschi Milch ‘a drop of this
milk’).22 Contrary to Seržant’s (2014) assumption, however, the so-called ipg
could also be analyzed as dependent on a null element, a non-explicit or non-
overt quantifier, which would alsomake sense in view of the part—whole rela-
tion expressed, the undetermined quantity or subset: ‘some of (the apples/the
beer etc.)’.
In the light of our recent elicitation, it seems that the usage of an archaic
partitive genitive determiner in such dependent constructions is less frequent
than in the independent examples. In Walliser German, this is especially true
for plural noun phrases (3 occurrences of vier deru/deschi Wurschtjini ‘four of
these sausages’, 4 en Hampfleta deru/deschi Boone ‘a handful of these beans’
and 4 es par deru/deschi Häärpfla ‘a few of these potatoes’ vs. 7 deru/deschi
Epfla ‘of these apples’), whereas with mass nouns the (already lower) fre-
quency is the same for ipgs and dependent partitives. Apart from a compet-
ing dependent va-phrase (see Section 3.2), we find many instances of simple
juxtaposition in these contexts.23 In Luxembourgish, the corresponding gen-
22 Similar examples—albeit often in lexicalized expressions—are reported for various Swiss
German dialects, for example, in Weber (1987, 140) for Zürich German, comprising both
independent partitive genitives (Shät dëreKärli ‘There are such guys’, Sgit dëreToorebuebe
‘There are such fools’) and dependent ones (vil dëre Lüüt ‘many of these people’, kä dëre
Sache ‘none of these things’, gnueg dëre Züüg ‘enough of this stuff ’), apparently with a
generalized dëre in this dialect (see the different systems at the beginning of Section 3).
23 The following Walliser German examples taken from our elicitation illustrate such com-
peting strategies:
– va-phrase: vier va dische/va de/vanu/vane(/va dene)Wurschtjini(/-u) ‘four of these/the
sausages’, en Hampfleta va dische/va de/vanu/va dene Boone ‘a handful of these/the
beans’, es par va dische/va de/vanu/va dene Häärpfla ‘a few of these/the potatoes’
– numeral/quantifier + noun: vier Wurtschjini ‘four sausages’, en Hampfleta Boone ‘a
handful (of) beans’, es par Häärpfla ‘a few potatoes’
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itive determiner seems to generally appear less often with dependent parti-
tive structures (9 véier där/därer Wirschterscher ‘four of these sausages’, 7 ee
Schotz där (doter)/därer Bounen ‘a bunch of these/those beans (there)’, 9 e
puer där (heiter)/därer Grompere ‘a few of these potatoes (here)’; 4 genuch
där (doter)/därer Mëllech ‘enough of this/that milk (there)’; 3 e bëssen dä(e)rs
(dote) Kaffi ‘a bit of this/that coffee (there)’, 5 ee Glaas däers/dees (dote)Wäin ‘a
glass of this/that wine (there)’) than with the independent ones (11 där (doter)
Äppel ‘of these/those apples (there)’, 7 där (doter) Mëllech ‘of this/that milk
(there)’, 7 dä(e)rs (dote) Kaffi, ‘of this/that coffee (there)’) (except for one test
sentence, containing the phrase e bëssen där gudder Zopp ‘a bit of this good
soup’). Here, too, the partitive genitive determiners are in competitionwith the
vun-construction and, even more, with juxtaposition structures.24
All in all, Luxembourgish features different possibilities of undetermined
and determined noun phrases relevant in our context: bare nouns as in Bei-
spiller ‘examples’, quantified noun phrases such as zwee Beispiller ‘two exam-
ples’—these two types correspond to German, English and other Germanic
languages. Hence, in Luxembourgish we can have bare indefinite nouns as for
instance in (34a), in contrast to French. Furthermore, there are nominals with
a partitive determiner: ipgs as in där Beispiller ‘of these examples’ on the one
hand, see (34b), and dependent partitives as in honnert där Beispiller ‘100 of



















‘Every day we have (some) of these examples.’
24 These are some examples of such alternative constructions used by our Luxembourgish
informants:
– vun-phrase: véier vundene(ndote)Wirschterscher ‘four of these/those sausages (there)’,
ee Schotz vun dene Bounen ‘a bunch of these beans’, e puer vun dene Grompere ‘a few of
these potatoes’; genuch vun der Mëllech ‘enough of this milk’; e bësse vun deem/vum
Kaffi ‘a bit of this/the coffee’, ee Glaas vun deemWäin ‘a glass of this wine’
– numeral/quantifier + noun: véier Wirschterscher ‘four sausages’, ee Schotz Bounen ‘a
bunch (of) beans’, e puer Grompere ‘a few potatoes’; genuch Mëllech ‘enough milk’; e
bësse Kaffi ‘a bit (of) coffee’, ee GlaasWäin ‘a glass (of) wine’
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‘And I could mention 100 more of these examples.’
Together with a quantifying expression, we find several possibilities for the
position of the numeral/quantifier or measure phrase of the partitive noun
phrase, exemplified here by the attested positional variants in Luxembourgish.
According to our elicitation, though, this is in principle also applicable toWal-
liser German. In the examples under (35), we can see the “normal” starting
structure with a prenominal position of the quantifier within the noun phrase



























‘There are a few of these costumes.’ (Döhmer 2017, 127)
In (36), in contrast, the det+n constituent has been moved to the left of
the quantifying phrase, but still remains within the nominal domain (däers
Waasser vill ‘(lit.) of this water a lot’, där Billercher eng Hellewull ‘(lit.) of these
































‘My dad has loads of these pictures in an album.’ (JhempHoscheit: Perl
oder Pica)
25 Together with the negation element net ‘not’ or adverbs such as gär (in Ech hätt gär… ‘I’d
like (to have) …’), see for instance Mir/Mer hunn därWippercher/däersWäin net genuch
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In (37), eventually, we get a discontinuous noun phrase by extraction, which
reminds of Split-Topicalization or Floating Quantifiers (Deer Täertercher … eng
‘(lit.) Of these tartlets … one’, Där Wippercher … (net) genuch ‘(lit.) Of these
























‘We don’t have enough of these sausages.’ (http://www.land.lu/page/
article/694/8694/DEU/index.html)
A deeper quantitative aswell as qualitative analysis of the results of our inquiry
by use of the test sentences in (38) shows that with the quantifiers eng Jett/e
hüüfu ‘a lot of ’ and genuch/gnüeg ‘enough’ in (38a–b), our Luxembourgish
informants mostly accepted more than one order, that is, two or three differ-
ent orders for ‘a lot of these/such people’ (eng Jett där Leit, där Leit eng Jett
and/or Där Leit … eng Jett, etc.). In contrast, our speakers of Walliser German
most often ticked only one order (e hüüfu deru/deschi Lit, deru/deschi Lit e
hüüfu or Deru/deschi Lit … e hüüfu etc.) and accepted to a much lesser extent
two or up to three serializations. With the numeral een/eis ‘one’, as in ‘one of
these cookies/tartlets’, and with the negative quantifier keen/keis ‘none’, as in
‘any of this beer’, illustrated in (38c) and (38d) respectively, on the other hand,
in Luxembourgish (een där Kichelcher, där Kichelcher een, Där Kichelcher …
een etc.) as well as inWalliser German (eis deru/deschi Chüechjini, deru/deschi
Chüechjini eis, Eis … deru/deschi Chüechjini etc.), there was a strong preference
for selecting merely one of the given serializations. Qualitatively, with (38a)
and (38b), the first and basic sequence quantifier + partitive phrase (q prtv)
was the most popular one in both varieties, followed by the third sequence
with Split-Topicalization (prtv … q) and, lastly, by the second, (in the Valais
only marginal) short raising sequence (prtv q). Intraindividual acceptance of
the first, second and third or of the first and third positional variant occurred
‘We don’t have enough of these sausages/of this wine’ (http://www.land.lu/page/article/
694/8694/DEU/index.html) and Ech hätt där Kichelcher gär een ‘I’d like one of these
cookies’ (e.g., Luxemburg-Stadt_1946 in our questionnaires), the partitive dp is extracted,
without being topicalized, though, but only raised to the Mittelfeld (middle field).
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frequently. Combinations of the first and second as well as of the second and
third variant were very rare. With (38c) and especially (38d) instead, the third
serialization pattern (Split-Topicalization: prtv … num/neg q) was (strongly)
preferred (except in the case of eis deru/deschi Chüechjini in the Valais), fol-
lowed by the second pattern (short raising: prtv num/neg q) and, finally, the
first one (base order: num/neg q prtv).
(38) a. Lux.
Ech kennen eng Jett där Leit
a’. Wall.
Ich kennu e hüüfu deru/deschi Lit
I know a heap the.gen.pl people
‘I know a lot of these/such people.’
b. Lux.
Mir hu net genuch där Wirschterscher kaaf
b’. Wall.
Wier hei nit gnüeg deru/deschi Wurschtjini
we have not enough the.gen.pl sausages (bought)
‘We haven’t bought/don’t have enough of these sausages.’
c. Lux.
Ech hätt gär een där Kichelcher
I had gladly one the.gen.pl cookies
c’. Wall.
Ich wellti eis deru/deschi Chüechjini
I wanted one the.gen.pl tartlets
‘I’d like one of these cookies/tartlets.’
d. Lux.
Mir brauche keen däers Béier
d’. Wall.
Wier brüüche keis deschi/deru Bier
we need none the.gen.sg beer
‘We don’t need any of this beer.’
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Another point worth exploring in more detail is the co-occurrence of par-
titive nominals with a partitive pronominal in the case of Split-Topicalization
with a stranded indefinite quantifier as in (39) or a numeral as in (40). There
seem to be some interesting differences with respect to the optionality or obli-









































d’Airline *(der) 13 / (der) 13 Stéck





‘The airline ordered 13 of these planes.’
Our investigation has confirmed that a noun phrase introduced by a partitive
determiner (as well as a partitive von-phrase, see also Section 3.2) especially in
Luxembourgish can be taken up again by a partitive pronoun, see (41). How-
ever, there were two instances of an (optional) resumptive pronoun inWalliser
German, too, see (42a) for a case of Split-Topicalization as opposed to (42b),
where the entire sequencenumeral + dependent partitive phrase is topicalized.
Note that, on top of that, the numeral zää(n) ‘ten’ bears an additional i-suffix
(showing also stem alternation) in stranded position in ourHighest Alemannic



































‘Michel ate ten of these sausages.’ (Luxemburg-Stadt_1946, Ettelbruck_
1980, Diekirch_1_1981, Diekirch_1983, Walferdange_1985, Esch-sur-Al-
zette_1986)
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‘Beat ate ten of these sausages.’ (a: Visp_1988, b: Staldenried_1949)
3.4 Functions/Semantics
The different functions or interpretations of the noun phrase structures dis-
cussed here are somewhat difficult to grasp. In contradistinction to French, the
“partitive” determiners in the ContinentalWest Germanic varieties we focused
on are only optional, competing with bare nouns, see again the contrasting



















‘Every day we have (some) of these examples.’
It is remarkable, though, that in our elicitation we got very often a partitive
genitive determiner even with “out of the blue” questions such as Haben wir
noch Äpfel? ‘Do we still have apples?’ (in the given situational context: While
preparing a grocery list…) or Habt ihr auch Bier? ‘Do you also have beer?’ (Dur-
ing dinner at a friend’s home…). As opposed for example to French and Italian,
one would expect a bare noun for an indefinite unspecific reading instead (cf.
e.g., Kabatek andWall 2013). Nevertheless, this was hardly the case in our con-
trastive test sentence Das sind keine Rosen, das sind Tulpen/Kamelien ‘These
are not roses, these are tulips/camellias’ (At the florist’s …), which triggered
almost exclusively a bare noun Tulpen (Lux.) or Kamelie (Wall.). Unlike this
contrastive example, Äpfel and Bier in our “out of the blue” contexts are in
principle quantifiable and could thus refer to an undetermined quantity.26 And
in spite of the given introductory situation, the utterances seem to remain
26 This contrast has also been observed for des-NPs in French (Ihsane 2008).
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ambiguous between a general question for apples/beer and asking for particu-
lar apples/beer (‘of these apples/this beer, … you know’).
Although the semantic differences sometimes seem to be quite small, there
is often a more or less marked sort of -connotation conveyed by the Germanic
“partitive” determiners (i.e., ‘such, of this type/that kind’). The partitive noun
phrase däers Kéis in the Luxembourgish example (44) apart from ‘some of this
cheese’ can mean ‘such cheese’. The same holds for the nominals under (45)
däru biähär ‘some of these/such books’ and deru/deschi Steina/Boone/Epfla
‘some of these/such stones/beans/apples’ inWalliser German. Hotzenköcherle
(1934, 431), too, reports on a development fromademonstrative partitivemean-
ing to a sort of-meaning (“talis”) for Mutten, a Grisons Walser dialect. For
our test sentence (45b), however, a slight semantic difference between the
two determiners deru and deschi has been reported by some informants, with
deru leading rather to a such-interpretation (‘of this type’) and deschi being
more partitive (‘some of these stones/beans/apples’).27 Sometimes the deter-
miners may also have a ‘… you know’-reading, as reported for the Dutch van-














‘I still have (some) of this/such cheese at home.’ (Döhmer 2017, 2)























‘Would you like (some) more of these/such stones/beans/apples?’
We can find hints for a kind of -reading also in other German dialects, for
instance in the example dʚ̄rə bʚimər ‘such trees’ (in contrast to dʚ̄rə kuχə ‘of
these cakes’ and dʚsən kuχə ‘of this cake’, Dellit 1913, 133–134) fromKleinschmal-
27 This is in line with the occurrence of dëre meaning ‘such’ in other varieties of Swiss Ger-
man (see fn. 22), not showing any partitivity (anymore).
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kalden (Hennebergisch), an East Franconian dialect. Note, moreover, that in
our elicitation tasks aiming explicitly at a sortal reading—by pointing and
referring to a specific type of trees/milk/cheese with the aid of an appropri-
ate context description—, a majority of our Luxembourgish informants used
the partitive genitive determiner (där (doter) Beem ‘such trees (over there)’,
där (doter)/därerMëllech ‘suchmilk (over there)’, däers/dees (doten) Opschnatt
‘such coldmeat (over there)’), in competition with sou ‘so/such’ (sou Beem, sou
Mëllech, sou Opschnatt), but inWalliser German, on the other hand, the adjec-
tival formation settigi/-e ‘suchlike’ (settigi Beim ‘such trees’, settigi Milch ‘such
milk’, settige Üfschnitt ‘such cold meat’) was clearly preferred over deru/deschi
(deru Beim, deschi Milch, deschi Üfschnitt).
Furthermore, one can wonder if, besides partitive meanings and sort of-/
kind of-readings, there is also the possibility of a pure indefinite interpreta-
tion of independent partitive genitives in (modern) Germanic, comparable to
Romance so-called “partitive” determiners, for instance French du/des-NPs (cf.
e.g., Ihsane 2008) as in J’ai bu du vin ‘I drank (some) wine’ or Elle a acheté des
livres ‘She bought (some) books’. Although this question still has to be explored
in detail, it strikes us that historical examples of genitive nominals, even with a














‘and they also lacked wine.’
Although a generic use of noun phraseswith a partitive determiner seems to be
very unlikely both in Romance and cross-linguistically, on closer examination
this turns out not to be completely excluded. As for Germanic, De Hoop (2003)
gives an example for the Dutch “faded partitive construction”van die/dat + (A)
+ N (see Section 3.2), reproduced here as (47), which is generic indeed. How-
ever, according to her, this is only possible when a modifier is present, that is,
in this context the adjective zwart ‘black’.28
28 Thanks toGiulianaGiusti for pointing out to us that dei/delle-phrases with a generic inter-
pretation can be found in Italian as well, both with and without amodifying adjective, for
example, Dei veri italiani… ‘Real Italians …’, Delle barzellette devono far ridere ‘Jokes have
to cause laughter’ (Giusti p.c.). They are also possible in French, as discussed in the litera-
ture (Vogeleer and Tasmowski 2005; Wilmet 2003; see also Ihsane 2018).
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‘Black cats bring good luck.’ (De Hoop 2003, 198)
4 Summary and Outlook
In our paper, we discussed new data gathered in recent questionnaire elicita-
tions and fieldwork in two Germanic varieties known so far very superficially
for the survival of genitive forms in nominal phrases potentially rendering
notions of partitivity. In our research, we found several types of determiners
showing forms going back etymologically to genitive forms or newly formed on
such models. There are, however, no more nominal genitives. Although there
is no thorough description of the usage of genitive and partitive markers avail-
able until now, it is clear that genitive definite determiners mainly function as
(optional) partitivemarkers in our Germanic varieties, denoting a partial read-
ing in deictic contexts as well as sort of-/kind of-readings. These archaic geni-
tive markers seem to decrease in frequency in the younger generation, though,
competing particularly with (among other functions) partitive von (‘from, of ’)-
phrases.
In connection with the findings presented in this paper on some structural
and functional aspects of “partitive” determiners in Germanic (with a special
focus on Luxembourgish and Walliser German), a number of open questions
should be pursued in further research. A first issue concerns the exact relation-
ship between “partitive articles” and pronouns, also contrastively to Romance,
since in both language families there are systems with the respective deter-
miner as well as the pronominal (in French, partially also in Italian, in Wal-
liser/Walser German dialects and in Luxembourgish) (cf. Schurr, this volume,
for a discussion of some clitic patterns and the bare/partitive distinction in
Romance in a usage-based approach). On the other hand, there are also sys-
tems possessing only the pronoun, but no “partitive” article (such as Catalan,
Dutch and some Central German dialects). This gives rise to a second line of
investigation: Why is it that the pronominal use of partitive genitives has sur-
vived longer than their use in nominals and thus seems to be more resistant
(a fact that ties in with the general observation that case distinctions persist
longer in pronouns as opposed to the nominal domain)? And why do we still
find genitive casehere anyway, in spite of the general loss of the genitive inmost
dialects? A third issue targets the possible role of the Germanic-Romance con-
tact situation for Walliser and Walser German as well as for Luxembourgish:
Has the preservation of partitive forms of the determiner (and/or pronouns)
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beyond fossilized or lexicalized expressions been sustained by Romance con-
tact influence in these varieties? Some researchers considered also the von-
construction (or at least its increase in the 18th century) to be a product of
language contact (Reichmann and Wegera 1993, 353). Finally, the obligatori-
ness vs. optionality of partitive determiners in different syntactic contexts
needs further exploration, similar to the Romance systems (French vs. Ital-
ian).
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